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We offer a land-based Technical support.

We monitor and predict maintenance.

We provide all spare parts.

A detailed, Yacht Planned Maintenance program is established.
It  uses time-based inspection, part replacement and/or overhauls in an effort 
to prevent equipment failures.
Timing can be based on calendar days, cycles counter or equipment running 
hours. 
Such schedules are generally established by the machinery manufacturer and 
include lubrication servicing; filter, bearing and seal replacements; as well as 
major overhaul.

CINDY  is your software solution for the technical management of  yachts.

It provides either the fleet manager and chief engineer with a tool to manage the volumes of digital information 
that  are required to maintain all the yacht’s equipment.

CINDY data management software handles all your shipboard technical 
functions: equipment data base, maintenance scheduling and reporting, 
inventory management, ordering, contacts, work lists…

Yacht’s Equipment data base•

Spare parts list•

Planned Maintenance program•

Purchase Orders•

Event Based Maintenance•

Works &  reports and service histories•

by Class and/or Critical equipment►

by  planned or unplanned jobs►

by overdue reported jobs►

by postponed reported jobs►

Filtering of job reports between dates:•

The CINDY Mobile allows to sign in ANDROID(tm) based 
mobile devices for offline boats management. This 
devices are running with independent databases and do  
need a stable internet connection on the boat to proceed 
with certain tasks like rounds, engine room logbook 
values, maintenance reporting or components checks, 
even a trending functionality is easily set up. 
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We have built a business system-of-reliability which reassures that the yacht will 
maintain high operable level, skilled preventive actions resulting to safety, reliability 
and eventually economical maintenance ensuring smooth and continuous operation for 
owner and charters.

Those combined actions reassure that each yacht will maintain high operable records, 
skilled preventive actions resulting to safety, reliability and eventually economical 
maintenance ensuring smooth and continuous operation for owner and passengers.

WISTREAM is the result of a joint venture between a Maintenance Repair and Overhaul (MRO) 
engineering group with a workforce of superintendents and engineers with a strong involvement in 
yachting.

We brought technical expertise to superyacht ownership, forecasting and calculating cost of ownership 
lifecycle or yacht asset lifecycle.

WISTREAM proposes a wide range of technical maritime services, targeting the owners or managers of 
yachts. These services include technical management, safety management, certification and compliance, 
or even the follow-up of new constructions or large refit projects.

In other words, employing our services would make the things going better and safer for the yacht, the 
owner, and all persons on Board.

About us Our Philosophy

WISTREAM

83500 La Seyne sur Mer/Cannes 06150

Phone : 33  (0)6 07 99 69 05

Office : 33   (0)9 67 84  29 51

wistream@wistream.eu

Cindy software is 
being approved by 
Bureau Veritas 
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